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Extending its sphere of restoration, CEDAR's latest process addresses a
variety of problems. Dave Foister gets the buzz
CEDAR'S DEDICATION to removing the
bits of audio signals that should not he
there is matched only by its determi-

nation to identify more of those hits and deal
with then ever more effectively. From its perceived beginnings as a system for salvaging
old archive material, particularly associated
with the restoration of cylinder recordings and
78 discs, its range of processing has grown to
encompass most of the nasties that plague even
the best of us from time to time. Thus in addition to the archetypal CEDAR processes for
removing hiss and scratches. we long ago were
presented with crackle removal and inter-channel time correction, and increasing sophistication in dealing with the original problems.
A surprising accomplishment of the
dc- crackle process was its ability to deal with
several elements besides the target area of LP
surface noise and similar problems. It is also
amazingly good at removing thyristor buzz
and even some types of distortion
have
used it myself to get rid of the cracks of a couple of overs on a source tape I was having to
remaster. This is, perhaps, the icing on the
cake, however, and de- crackling alone cannot be relied on to deal with all forms of hum
and buzz, some of which can be irritatingly
complex in nature and too steady for de-crackling to even notice.

lished pattern. A small window presents tt pale
blue front panel with six labelled green knobs.
numeric read-outs for them all, and an illuminated toggle switch. As is the case with most
of the CEDAR processes, since this is doing
something not available elsewhere the
control functions are not always intuitively
obvious. but once the principle has been
understood are perfectly clear and logical.
The most critical control is that for identifying the fundamental frequency of the problem. A button next to its display indicates the
presence of a drop -down menu where CEDAR

thoughtfully provided a list of commonly
encountered frequencies. although the value
is fully adjustable for special cases, including
shifted playback speed. Like the user -input
controls on other CEDAR algorithms, it is better to imagine this as giving information to
the process to help it identify problems rather
than a direct control as such. Debuzz itself is
then able to pinpoint each component of the
problem and remove it, with further controls
to determine the degree of reduction and tolerance to variations.
The important one is wiimI, which can be
imagined as adjusting the width of the notches
in an analogous filtering setup. At its narrowest
it is so precise as to make no allowance for
even tiny variations in the frequency of the
buzz -fine in a tightly locked
digital situation. but inappropriate when the source has any
r Right
speed variations at all, or even
if the mains that caused the
aBoth
buzz varied in frequency, as it
Channel Pre f Post
is prone to do. Increasing the
So along comes Debuzz. This is a totally new
u 11)1.11 paean eter allows for such fluctuations.
process in concept and operation, and tòr the
and, although it is difficult to make it introtime being forms part of the CEDAR for Winduce unwanted effects. it is best to keep it as
dows collection. running on a PC with the
low as possible.
CEDAR ProDSP hardware installed to provide
Having established the nature of the probthe powerful processing capabilities it needs.
lem in this way it is still up to the user to deckle
Debuzz addresses the specific problems of
the amount of attenuation to apply. and even
hum and buzz introduced by mains interferhere there's surprising subtlety as the function
ence, power supplies and cameras. and
is split into three frequency bands with indewhereas the other processes have widespread
pendent control of the attenuation in each.
uses centred largely on mastering and remasCEDAR's demo material has never sounded
tering, Debuzz has particular applications in
as though it was designed to give the gear an
audio for picture work. dealing
easy time of it, and so it was with
with
common
difficulties
Debuzz, which was able to deal
CEDAR Au dio
encountered with
location
with some really unpleasant
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sound. Its parameters and
problems. Apparently irretrievCambridge C BI 4BN UK
method of operation are clearly
able hum- ridden disasters were
Tel: +44 122 3 414117
focused on this one task. with
completely salvaged, to the
Fax: +44 12 23414118
CEDAR's usual thorough underextent that you'd never know
Cedar Audio
standing of the problems it is
there had been anything wrong,
Tel: + 207 828 0024
dealing with. The aim is to elimwith the sanie strain to the
Fax: +1 207 773 2422
inate all the components of a
credulity often induced by
hum or buzz from its fundamental through all
CEDAR restoration. As usual, the wanted sigits harmonics, and to do this without affectnal appeared to be completely unmarred.
ing the wanted signal. Obviously the usual
Debuzz is a very powerful addition to the
methods of tackling this with notches and
problem- solving armoury. and, although its
comb filters will leave their pawprints all over
target may be different from the rest of the
the remaining sound, set the approach here
suite, no self-respecting mastering house, or
makes no use of such techniques.
possibly post house, will want to be without
Its appearance on screen follows the estabit for long.
has
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Analog Devices'
fastest SHARC
Analog Devices' newest SHARC 32-bit DSP,
the ADSP- 21065L, is priced at US$10 per
unit and is claimed to be twice as fast as
any 32 -bit DSP available and more than
three times faster than any DSP in its price
range. The ADSP- 21065L processes 180 million floating-point operations per second
and 180 million fixed-point operations per
second, and features I-0 throughput up to
240 megabits per second. The chip supports
eight data channels for consumer audiovideo applications. Analog Devices is devel-

oping a static superscalar SHARC DSP capable of 5 billion operations per second on a
single chip for high-performance signal processing applications.
Analog Devices, US.Tel: +1 781 461 3885

Pro Tools gets control
Digidesign's ProControl control surface for
Pro Tools is modular with expansion to
32 channels of tactile control of virtually
every function in Pro Tools. It employs
touch-sensitive moving faders and a dedicated switch group for dynamic and snapshot automation for parameters capable of
automation in Pro Tools TDM. ProControl
provides direct access to recording, mixing, editing and routeing functions of Pro
Tools, and includes 25 8- character LCD
scribble strips.
Digidesign.Tel: +1 415 688 0600

AKG updates C 1000S
AKG has updated the 11- year -old C1000S.
The new version still has a Polar Pattern
convertor, but adds a Presence Boost Adaptor. In cardioid mode this provides a 5dB
peak
between 5kHz
and 9kHz. Cosmetically,
the new model has a
satin -silver finish and
an improved battery compartment.
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Fidelipac

digital cart

Fidelipac's Dynamax DCR
10 digital cart machine
replaces the DCR 1000
c'qms
and is equipped with a
2Mb drive operating at a
32kHz, while Zip or MO
drives can be used for high -capacity
requirements. Units with these drives can
be configured for linear uncompressed
operation. The DCR 10 can be upgraded to
AES -EBU I -O at 44/48kHz. With the Zip or
MO drive option, the DCR 10 allows 99 cuts
to be recorded and cuts can be cued up
using a front panel search knob or an
optional PC keyboard. The optional Q50
Instant Access keyboard allows push -button access to 50 cuts on any Zip or MO
disc. The small custom keyboard also permits chains, rotations or loops of any of >
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